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Abstract  —  In this paper, a novel type of fre
of ultra-wideband (UWB) bandpass filter is pre
from the traditional Chebyshev transfer functi
band reflection lobes can be theoretically contro
to be a dome-shaped envelope filtering response
of reflection coefficients near the band edg
assigned to be lower than those near the 
frequency, which is very important for reducing
manufacture errors and thus promotes the 
production. The filter using simple cascaded top
short-circuited stubs is designed based on the
procedure. Because of the existing of the disc
junction, the practical design issues have 
accordingly. Finally, a prototype of our propose
filter is designed and demonstrated. This is the
UWB filter with non-equiripple responses 
successfully and verified experimentally. 
Index Terms — Ceramics, coaxial resonato
delay-lines, power amplifiers. 
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frequencies from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz. Since 
technology has attracted much attention due
merits such as large data capacity, lower pow
high speed data capacity. Microwave filter i
components in UWB communication systems
have been published in developing various 
filters. The design methods can be typically cl
catalogs: hieratical [1] and synthesis appr
Generally speaking, the theoretical results
synthesis have always to be further optimized
the frequency dispersion and the paras
discontinuities into account. In other words, t
optimization is unavoidable. However, the co
of the full-wave simulation is extremely 
accuracy cannot be guaranteed when the mul
scale electrical structures have been involved.
point of view, the synthesis could be a good
useful to determine the initial physical dimens
In the literatures, the implement of the sy
filters remains challenging. Due to the frequ
and unwanted parasitic effects, the initial sim
responses especially near the transition ban
become even worse during the measurement
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effect can be compensated 
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Nevertheless, it was initially propo
for narrow-band filters. Then a
filtering function was proposed o
better selectivity in comparison with
In this paper, a novel UWB b
equiripple frequency responses is 
implemented. Based on the traditio
new wideband dome-shaped enve
formulated. To the best of our know
in realizing such a wideband 
responses in practical. With only sl
T-junctions with vias, the full-wave
excellent agreement as desired, w
satisfy the initial filtering specificat
II. FILTER DESIGN WITH NON-EQ
The layout of the proposed UWB
equiripple frequency responses ba
stubs is shown in Fig. 1(a). It con
circuited stubs separated by three 
illustrates its exact equivalent trans
electrical lengths of short-circuited 
are denoted by θi (i=1, 2) and θt at t
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respectively, while Yi (i=1, 2) and Yi,j (i=
corresponding to their characteristic admittanc
admittance. The overall ABCD matrix of th
can be obtained by multiplying the individual
of each line section. Thus, the insertion loss
expressed as 
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+
 ,               
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is defined as a characteristic function. Follo
synthesis approach in [4], it is easy to find th
can be expressed as: 
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shown in Fig. 2(a), those coefficients 
characteristic function can be derived mathem
the non-equiripple frequency responses can 
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(Due to the length limitation, the detailed d
coefficients is omitted in this version). As sho
the reflection lobes (RLs) near band edges 
lower than those near center frequen
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III. SIMULATED AND MEAS
To verify our proposal, a protot
equiripple response is designed, im
Fig. 5 shows the photograph, the 
measured frequency responses of 
shown in Fig. 5(b) and 5(c), the
results have a good agreement with
bandwidth is from 1.09 to 5 GHz, 
from 1.09 to 4.94 GHz. The cor
measured fractional bandwidths are
respectively. And the maximum ret
and measured results are 9.6 dB and
5(b) shows the simulated and mea
proposed filter. Both the simulated
variations are less than 0.85 ns with
IV. CONCLUSI
In this paper, a UWB bandpass
frequency responses has been prop
technology. It is the first time to exp
frequency response using but not lim
short-circuited stubs. The practical 
shorted-circuit stubs have also been
the realized frequency responses h
band flatness and tolerance in obtain
which would be very useful and 
applications.  
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